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The invincible reputation of specialist military units such as the USA's Delta Force, Israel's IDP, and of
course, Britian's SAS has grown steadily in recent years. Thanks to a number of successful campaigns and
anti-terror operations, from London's Iranian Embassy siege in 1980 to the second Gulf War, in which they
played a crucial role, it's now assumed that special forces are ideal for our world of small, localised conflicts
- and especially George W Bush's war on terror.
Elite Forces: The World's Most Formidable Secret Armies:
- Contains over 500 compelling entries that cut through myth and secrecy.
- Details the history, selection and training procedures and orders of battle of every major elite fighting force
in the world today.
- Is packed with hair-raising examples of individual heroism, endurance and courage in adversity.
- Is fully up to date and includes recent coalition operations in Afghanistan and Iraq.
- Takes an objective look at what happens when things go wrong, as they did most famously during the Gulf
War of 1991 and in America's intervention in Somalia in 1993.
- Explores the hidden links between elite forces and governments, intelligence organisations and business,
and their controversial lack of accountability.
- Examines how new technologies have come to the aid of the elite soldier.
This is the first book of its kind to examine all aspects of the overlap between elite forces and the hidden
worlds of intelligence and counter-terrorism, and takes an objective look at the secret, controversial role of
special forces and 'Freelancers' in covert, deadly operations around the world. Elite Forces is a compelling,
revealing - and occasionally shocking - read, and an authoritive and easy-to-use reference resource.
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From reader reviews:

Marie Clayton:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? That's why, you
can choose the suitable activity to get spend your time. Any person spent their own spare time to take a
stroll, shopping, or went to the actual Mall. How about open or perhaps read a book entitled Elite Forces?
Maybe it is to become best activity for you. You realize beside you can spend your time with your favorite's
book, you can wiser than before. Do you agree with it is opinion or you have other opinion?

Juanita Hernandez:

In this 21st one hundred year, people become competitive in most way. By being competitive now, people
have do something to make these survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and notice through
surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated the item for a while is reading. Yes,
by reading a publication your ability to survive enhance then having chance to stand than other is high. For
you who want to start reading any book, we give you that Elite Forces book as beginning and daily reading
reserve. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Sharon Works:

Do you considered one of people who can't read gratifying if the sentence chained inside the straightway,
hold on guys this kind of aren't like that. This Elite Forces book is readable through you who hate those
perfect word style. You will find the facts here are arrange for enjoyable reading through experience without
leaving perhaps decrease the knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer of Elite Forces content
conveys thinking easily to understand by many individuals. The printed and e-book are not different in the
content but it just different such as it. So , do you nonetheless thinking Elite Forces is not loveable to be your
top collection reading book?

Ann Cason:

This book untitled Elite Forces to be one of several books that will best seller in this year, that's because
when you read this publication you can get a lot of benefit into it. You will easily to buy this specific book in
the book retail outlet or you can order it by way of online. The publisher with this book sells the e-book too.
It makes you more easily to read this book, since you can read this book in your Touch screen phone. So
there is no reason for you to past this guide from your list.
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